Timeline for Distribution of Forms – Confined-space Rescue (CSR)

Chapter 1: Rights & Responsibilities Activity

Chapter 2: Rescue Scene Management Activity

Chapter 3: Activities (Four are required)

Chapter 4: Activities (Two are required)

Chapter 5: Activities (One is required)

Program Evaluation

Forms Checklist:
- Registration Form
- Chapter 1 Activity (not sent in)
- Chapter 2 Activity (not sent in)
- Chapter 3 Activities: FOUR are required. The rest are optional (not sent in)

Required → Reconnaissance, Rescue Ventilation, Entry Control & Power Lock-Out, Protection & Hazard Control

Optional → Notification & Command, Isolation, Non-entry Rescue-Initial, Non-entry Rescue-Plan Development, Non-entry Rescue

Chapter 4 Activities: Two of Eight are required (not sent in)

Ropes & Knots, Anchor Points, Overhead Anchor, Harness, Belay-Fall Arrest, Raising & Lowering Systems, Miller 70, Raising/Lowering Systems Oper.

Chapter 5 Activities: (not sent in)

Required → Entry Team Operations

Optional → Patient Packaging and Transfer Devices

Instructions:
- Assign each trainee an ID number to be placed on each required form.